
Chacewater School – LEAP into Learning

Term: Summer 1 Class: Seedlings Theme: World Traveller

On this page you will find an outline of our learning this half term in Seedlings.

Maths : Multiplication, Division
We will begin by recapping our times table
knowledge of x2, x5, x10. We’ll think of
multiplication as lots of equal groups and
introduce arrays, grouping and doubles. We’ll
learn that division is the opposite of
multiplication - sharing equal groups.
We will be learning about height and length
and mass and volume.

Geometry: position & direction
This maths learning will link to our map
reading in Geography where we’ll be able
to describe turns and positions.

Geography Human and physical geography. Hot
and cold areas of the world and UK weather
patterns. Children will meet a fictional friend from
the Arctic and make comparisons to where they live.
We’ll learn the names of the continents and oceans
and start to explore compass directions. We will also
start our own Seedlings Weather chart and see how
this changes from day to day.

Art & Design: Painting We’ll be applying our colour mixing knowledge
to create artworks using different methods. We’ll have a go at blow
painting, wax resist and adding collage elements.

English
We will follow a 5-day phonic programme where children will work
in groups to read, write, spell and practise handwriting.
We’ll also look at the fiction book: Lost and Found and the
non-fiction text about Weather.

Computing: Grouping Data: We will introduce data and
information. Labelling, grouping, and searching are important aspects of
data and information.

Religious Education:Who is Jewish and How do they live?
Part 2
We’ll be learning what is precious to Jewish people, what
are their celebrations and what stories do they listen to
from their bible.

PSHE: Healthy Bodies. Healthy Minds: We’ll learn about our
bodies and what our bodies can do. We’ll look at parts of the body visible
to everyone and also private parts of the body.



Chacewater School – LEAP into Learning
HOME LEARNING

Term: Summer 1 Class: Seedlings Theme: World Traveller

Alongside regular reading, and maths home learning choose at least one of the following to complete over this half term. You
might even be inspired and choose more than one!

Map Reading
Use a map to find your way - it
could be a town trail, a map
around a park or a walk you
know. Can you use a compass
to find North? Can you write
instructions to get from one

place to another?

Click here to play.
https://play.numbots.com/#/intro

Healthy Bodies
Look for healthy foods at the shops.
Make a healthy snack of your choice

and write the recipe.

Hot or Cold?
Design outfits for different

weathers. Use paper and pens
or real clothes. What would you
need for the Arctic? Can you
compare clothing from a hot

and cold place?

Weather watching
Everyday we check out BBC weather. Keep an eye
on the weather patterns across the half term. You
could make your own weather chart and include the

temperature!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/2653417

Reading
Can you find some non-fiction

books to enjoy? We've been using
atlases, maps and information
books about weather in school.

Arctic investigation
Make some ice - different

colours and shapes. Create an
arctic scene with your toys and
see how long the ice lasts. You
could observe what happens
overtime and write about it.

Geography
Do you have friends or relatives that live overseas?
Send them a postcard to tell them about Cornwall
and ask them to send you one back telling you

about their country.

REAL PE @ HOME
https://app.realpe.co.uk
Username: seedlings
Password: pass3552

Focus on FUNS:
Send & receive, reaction & response

https://play.numbots.com/#/intro
https://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/2653417
https://app.realpe.co.uk/



